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8th Feb, 2022

[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:22] I'm Alastair Budge, and today we are going to be talking about Bonnie and

Clyde.

[00:00:28] They are probably the most infamous criminal couple in history, and their1

story of love, robberies , murder and running away from the law has been2

immortalised in books, film, TV series, song, and popular culture.3

3 made famous forever

2 crimes of stealing

1 famous for something bad
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[00:00:45] So, in this episode we are going to tell the real story of Bonnie and Clyde -

who they actually were, why they turned to a life of crime, what they actually did, and

how they were eventually stopped.

[00:01:01] I should say that this episode is a request from Agnese, an awesome member

from Latvia, so Agnese, I hope you’ll enjoy it.

[00:01:10] Ok then, let’s get right into it.

[00:01:15] Our story starts at the start of the 20th century, in Texas, in the United States.

[00:01:22] Bonnie Elizabeth Parker was born in 1910, and had lived a relatively

privileged , middle-class life. She did well in school, she was a talented actress, she4

wrote poems and stories, and her childhood was, by all accounts , a happy one.5

[00:01:42] She met a boy, Roy Thornton, in her second year of high school, and six days

before her 16th birthday the pair were married.

[00:01:53] Roy Thornton was not a nice man. He drank heavily, he beat Bonnie, and he

would stay away for long periods of time, most likely having affairs with other women.

[00:02:07] If that wasn’t bad enough, he was also a criminal, and spent much of the

years immediately after they were married behind bars , in prison.6

6 in prison

5 according to what people say

4 having certain advantages
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[00:02:20] Although the marriage was not a happy one, Bonnie never divorced him, and

wore her wedding ring for the rest of her life.

[00:02:28] It appears that, despite having been a creative, talented and promising7

young girl, Bonnie was attracted to bad men.

[00:02:40] And in January of 1930, when she was 19 years old, she met a man she

immediately fell in love with and would forever be associated with: Clyde Chestnut

Barrow.

[00:02:53] Clyde Barrow had been born into poverty - his family lived under a wagon8

for a few months because they didn’t have enough money to stay in a house. But he,

like Bonnie, was a talented young man, and showed early signs of promise .9

[00:03:12] He was very musical, and was an excellent guitar player.

[00:03:16] But, he showed early signs of waywardness , early signs that he wasn’t so10

keen on obeying the law.11 12

12 behaving according to

11 interested in or wanting to

10 difficulty to control herself and following no law

9 sings that she would be successful

8 vehicle for transporting goods

7 showing signs that she would become successful
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[00:03:27] The first crime he was caught for, when he was only 17 years old, had been

for taking out a rental car and deciding not to return it. Essentially, for stealing a car.

[00:03:40] Remember this, as cars, and deciding to separate them from their legal

owners, will be a theme throughout this story.

[00:03:49] Clyde soon turned to a full-on life of petty crime. He would steal from13

shops, he would steal cars, he would commit all sorts of relatively small but certainly

not victimless crimes.14

[00:04:06] And indeed, when he met Bonnie, in January of 1930, he was actually on the

run from the police.15

[00:04:15] It didn’t take long for the police to catch him, and two weeks after he had met

Bonnie, he was caught and thrown in jail.16

16 put into

15 running away from

14 without someone suffering from them

13 complete, to the greatest degree or level
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[00:04:25] The duo had immediately fallen for each other , it had been love at first17 18

sight, and they continued to write to each other while Clyde was in jail, professing19

their love for one another.

[00:04:39] Bonnie even managed to smuggle in , to secretly bring in, a pistol to Clyde20

while he was in jail, allowing him to break out and be reunited with this young girl he21

had been longing to see again, Bonnie.22

[00:04:56] Unfortunately, he was caught shortly after, and sent back to prison, this time

to the infamously terrible Eastham Prison Farm.23

23 in a way that it was well known for being bad

22 wanting very much

21 escape from prison

20 secretly bring in

19 stating, declaring

18 fallen in love with each other

17 two people
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[00:05:07] From here, there was no escaping, and inmates suffered terrible beatings24 25

by the guards. One guard would reportedly even murder inmates, shoot them in cold

blood , and then claim that they had been shot while trying to escape.26 27

[00:05:26] It wasn’t just the guards that were committing murders. While in prison,

Clyde also committed his first recorded murder.

[00:05:35] He was being sexually assaulted by another prisoner, and he managed to

break free , pick up an iron pipe and hit his attacker so hard over the head that he28

died.

[00:05:47] However, another prisoner, one who was already serving a life sentence29

and who wouldn’t ever get out of prison anyway, said that he did it, so Clyde was never

actually charged with this murder.

29 being in prison for

28 free himself, escape from his hold

27 say that it was true

26 without pity or mercy

25 hitting, physical punishment

24 people who were kept in prison
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[00:06:02] If the beatings and threat of sexual assault weren’t enough, the days in

prison were spent doing back-breaking hard-labour in the fields.30 31

[00:06:13] It was too much for Clyde, and to avoid being sent out to work he cut off32

two of his toes.

[00:06:21] Now, it’s not known whether he cut them off himself or if he got another

inmate to do it for him, but this gives you an idea of quite how much he wanted to33

avoid this work, that he would literally cut off body parts to avoid it.

[00:06:39] Little known to Clyde, his mother had been working hard to try to get him

released from prison, and two weeks after chopping off his toes he was released on34

parole , he was released from prison.35

[00:06:54] There had been no need to injure himself, but the damage was done, and

Clyde walked with a limp for the rest of his life.36

36 difficulty in walking due to his injury

35 before the official end of his sentence

34 cutting off

33 a person who was kept in prison

32 stop himself from

31 hard work

30 physically demanding, very tiring
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[00:07:03] Now a free man, or at least a man on parole, he was able to be reunited with

Bonnie.

[00:07:11] Reportedly he tried to get his life back on the straight and narrow , he tried37

to live an honest, crime-free life, and did manage to do so for two weeks, but it was

impossible.

[00:07:25] He was released in February of 1932, at the middle of the Great Depression. A

quarter of the country was unemployed, and Clyde was an ex-con , he was a convicted38

criminal.

[00:07:40] Whenever he got a job, he would lose it, and he decided, screw it , I’ll just39

take what I can’t get legally.

[00:07:49] He was also a deeply bitter man after his release from prison. He vowed40 41

to get revenge on the guards who had treated him so badly, and to get equal with42 43

the Texas authorities.

43 treat them the same way they had treated him

42 to hurt them in return for being hurt

41 promised

40 angry and unhappy because of what had happened

39 a phrase used to show great annoyance and not caring about the consequences any more

38 convicted criminal

37 in an honest way
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[00:08:04] According to one of his fellow inmates, a man who would later join his

criminal gang, Ralph Fults, during his two years in prison Clyde changed “from a

schoolboy to a rattlesnake ”.44

[00:08:18] Their crime spree began.45

[00:08:21] Initially, Clyde and Bonnie teamed up with Clyde’s fellow inmate, Ralph46

Fults. They robbed shops, gas stations, and small businesses.47

[00:08:32] It’s not clear exactly what their motives were. There is one theory that they48

were trying to earn enough money to buy guns and launch an attack on the prison49

where Clyde had been kept, to get revenge on the guards.

[00:08:48] They certainly weren’t trying to get rich, and the amounts of money that they

would steal were generally pretty low.

[00:08:57] Over the next 12 months or so, so this is between 1932 and 1933, their gang

grew in number, and they started to commit their first murders, both of police officers

and shop owners.

49 start

48 reasons for doing it

47 stole, took illegally from

46 made a group

45 a period of doing a particular activity in a continuous way

44 a poisonous dangerous snake
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[00:09:14] It should be said that, for all of their criminal career, Bonnie and Clyde

appeared to try to avoid killing members of the public unless absolutely necessary,

although they did end up killing at least nine police officers and four members of the50

public.

[00:09:30] For the first 12 months or so of their small-time criminal career, they went

relatively unnoticed , at least by the American public. The robberies were small, and51

they were far from the only criminals who had killed policemen.52

[00:09:48] This, remember, was the era of the bank robber .53

[00:09:53] John Dillinger, who you can hear about in episode number 222 by the way,

John Dillinger was in full swing , and there were plenty of hardened criminals54 55

robbing shops, banks, and all manner of businesses, and killing plenty of cops in56 57

the process.

57 all kinds of

56 stealing, taking illegally

55 very experienced and used to dangerous situations

54 at the height of his activity

53 people who stole money from banks

52 not at all

51 without being noticed or drawing attention

50 eventually come to the situation of
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[00:10:11] So, Bonnie and Clyde were far from the worst, and they went under the

radar , they weren’t really known about, until March of 1933.58

[00:10:23] Clyde’s brother and his wife had joined the gang, and they were all hiding

out in a house in Missouri. The gang liked to party, and they would stay up late59 60

playing cards, making lots of noise, and drinking.

[00:10:39] Now, remember that this was the Prohibition Era, alcohol was still illegal. So

when neighbours alerted the authorities that there was drinking going on, they came61

to investigate.

[00:10:52] Five officers approached the building, and when the gang got wind of what62

was going on, when they realised that they were in trouble, they fired their guns on the

police officers, killing one officer outright and fatally wounding another.63 64

[00:11:10] The gang escaped, but left behind all of their possessions.

64 with death as a result

63 immediately

62 began to understand or suspect what was happening, realised

61 notified, warned

60 go to bed late

59 keeping out of sight or notice

58 without getting attention
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[00:11:15] When officers later searched the house, they found guns, poetry that Bonnie

had written, and a camera with undeveloped film.65

[00:11:25] When they developed the pictures, they were amazed at what they had66

found, and if you have ever seen old black and white pictures of Bonnie & Clyde, they

will likely be from this camera.

[00:11:38] The pictures showed Bonnie and Clyde holding guns, playing around, looking

into each other’s eyes lovingly , and kissing.67

[00:11:48] The police officers made these photos available to the media, who pounced

on them, they jumped at the opportunity to create this sensational story.68 69

[00:11:59] Here were two beautiful young people, madly in love , with one of them,70

Bonnie, in love with a man who wasn’t her husband.

[00:12:10] They looked like a couple on the most marvelous adventure, but they were

murderous criminals.71

71 dangerously violent, likely to commit murder

70 very much in love

69 exciting and unusual

68 noticed and took quick advantage of them

67 showing a lot of love

66 treated or processed them in order to make visible images

65 not treated or processed in order to make visible images
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[00:12:16] In one picture Bonnie is smoking a cigar and has a pistol in her hand. In

another, which is actually the image we’ve used for this episode, she is pointing a

shotgun directly at her lover.72

[00:12:30] It was the kind of story that the media loved, and overnight they were73

catapulted to nationwide fame .74 75

[00:12:40] Reportedly, Bonnie loved the fame . She had always wanted to be a star, to76

be in the movies, and to be famous, and now she was, albeit for the wrong reasons.77

[00:12:52] The problem was that, now they were famous, they couldn’t go anywhere,

and their lives were far from glamorous.

[00:13:01] Previously, they had been able to rent houses, to live a semi-normal life, at

least in terms of going into towns and so on.

[00:13:12] But after their pictures were plastered all over the newspapers, they were78

no longer able to do this.

78 shown or displayed widely and in a way that attracts attention

77 although

76 the state of being well known or recognised

75 being well known by or throughout the whole country

74 sent suddenly and very fast

73 very quickly

72 a long gun that fires shots at short distances
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[00:13:19] They had to live outside, camping in tents, and sleeping in stolen cars.

[00:13:26] They would have to wash in rivers, and eat whatever they could get their

hands on.

[00:13:32] The newspapers portrayed them as this young couple of lovers on the run79

living a glamorous life, but the reality was far from it .80

[00:13:43] What’s more, it wasn’t just the two of them. There was Bonnie, Clyde, but

also Clyde’s brother, his wife, and Clyde’s friend, W.D. Jones.

[00:13:54] Later accounts from Clyde’s sister in law, Blanche Barrow, show quite how

unromantic and stressful life on the road must have been for the gang.81

[00:14:04] There were five of them, spending all day together, travelling normally just in

one car, and they were always looking around them, keeping a lookout for a82

suspicious member of the public or, worse, a police car.

[00:14:20] The punishment if they were caught would be the electric chair,

understandably something that they all wanted to avoid at all costs.

82 the act of observing or keeping watch

81 not ideal and not characterised by feelings of love

80 not at all like that, nowhere near it

79 presented, described
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[00:14:30] And they were constantly running out of money. See, they were never very83

good at the actual robbery part.84

[00:14:38] They robbed around ten banks in total, but the most that they ever managed

to take was $1,500, which is about $30,000 in today’s money.

[00:14:50] See, it was the Great Depression, and there simply wasn’t much money going

around.

[00:14:57] One time they even tried to rob a bank only to find out that it had failed , it85 86

had gone bankrupt, the week before.

[00:15:06] There were numerous close shaves , many near encounters , with the87 88

police, and indeed in July of 1933 Clyde’s brother was killed and his sister in law

arrested after a shootout with the police.89

89 a fight in which people shot each other with guns

88 close experiences or meetings

87 close escapes from danger

86 gone bankrupt

85 steal

84 the crime of stealing

83 not having enough
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[00:15:22] Then at the start of 1934, the tide started to turn against the pair, public

opinion shifted and there was an even greater feeling among the police that Bonnie90

and Clyde needed to be stopped.

[00:15:38] In January of 1934, Clyde decided to get revenge on Eastham Prison, the

prison where he had been held, sexually assaulted, and had a miserable two years.

[00:15:50] He managed to get weapons to the prisoners, who promptly broke out of91 92

prison, killing a prison guard in the process.

[00:15:59] This was highly embarrassing for the authorities, and the hunt was now on.

[00:16:05] To make matters worse for the pair, in April of 1934 they shot and killed two

Texas road policemen who had approached their car.

[00:16:16] The newspapers jumped on the story. One of the young policemen who was

murdered was about to be married, and his fiancée wore her wedding dress to his

funeral.

[00:16:28] Eye witnesses later said that Bonnie and Clyde had fired the shots, despite

another member of the gang, Henry Methvin later claiming that he had fired the first

shot, not Bonnie.

92 escaped

91 immediately

90 changed
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[00:16:42] The damage was done , and in the public’s eyes Bonnie and Clyde had gone93

from romantic duo to cold-blooded cop-killers .94 95

[00:16:53] What’s more, they were being chased by one of Texas’s most notorious96 97

policemen, a man named Frank Hamer.

[00:17:02] Frank Hamer had a fierce reputation for catching criminals, and the official

records have him as having killed 53 people personally and having been shot seventeen

times.

[00:17:16] He had been persuaded to come out of retirement to get Bonnie and Clyde,98

and he was firmly on the case.99

[00:17:24] He knew how to use a gun, but he clearly also knew how to use his head.

[00:17:31] He tracked the movements of Bonnie and Clyde, and realised that they

tended to stay close to the state borders.100

100 they did it regularly or frequently

99 in a fixed or determined way, steadily

98 return to action or reappear after

97 famous for something bad

96 followed in order to be caught

95 people who were killing policemen

94 without pity or mercy

93 their reputation or fame was hurt
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[00:17:39] They did this because police officers from one state couldn’t follow a criminal

from one state to another. It was a smart move on Bonnie and Clyde's part, but it was

predictable, and it was to be their downfall .101

[00:17:56] Frank Hamer, the policeman leading the hunt, had identified Henry Methvin

as a member of the gang, and had approached Methvin’s father.

[00:18:06] In exchange for helping the investigation, Hamer would spare his son.102

[00:18:13] The elder Methvin agreed to collaborate , and a trap was set. They103 104

believed that Bonnie and Clyde would be travelling down a particular road to meet

Methvin’s family on a particular day.

[00:18:28] The elder Methvin agreed to wait on the road in his car with the idea that

Bonnie and Clyde would see his car and stop to talk to him.

[00:18:38] Meanwhile, Hamer and his team would be hiding in the bushes.

[00:18:45] They waited and waited almost a day, went past with no car.

104 a situation in which they waited to make a surprise arrest

103 work with them, help them

102 not harm

101 cause of their failure or undoing
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[00:18:50] Then, all of a sudden, they heard the sound of a car screaming down the105

road. Clyde was behind the wheel, and sure enough he did stop to speak to Methvin’s106

father.

[00:19:04] Before he realised that it was a trap and could pull out his gun to defend

himself, the officers jumped out from behind the bushes and opened fire .107 108

[00:19:15] Over 130 bullets were fired, and Bonnie and Clyde were killed instantly, at the

ages of 23 and 25 respectively.

[00:19:26] When word got out of their death, people flocked to the nearest town to109 110

try to get a glimpse of the pair.111

111 give them an incomplete ot brief look

110 came together or gathered in great numbers

109 it became known

108 started shooting

107 suddenly made their presence known

106 as expected

105 making loud noises
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[00:19:35] The population of the small town swelled from 4,000 to 12,000 overnight.112

People tried to cut off Bonnie’s hair and even cut off Clyde’s fingers and ears as a

memory, but they were beaten away by the police.113

[00:19:53] The legacy and legend of Bonnie and Clyde is, as you may now realise, very

different to the truth.

[00:20:01] They were immortalised in the 1967 film “Bonnie and Clyde”, and the French

duo, Serge Gainsbourg and Brigitte Bardot, released a song about them in the same

year.

[00:20:13] Both versions highly romanticise the real story, and have Bonnie and114

Clyde living this wonderful adventure and outsmarting the police at every turn.115

[00:20:26] The reality is, as we’ve just heard, very different.

[00:20:31] But it was entirely predictable, and both Bonnie and Clyde knew how their

story would end.

[00:20:39] Bonnie, in fact, wrote a poem about it, which was discovered at the same

time as the photos. The poem read:

115 beating or getting the better of them by being more clever

114 make it look better, more ideal than it was

113 physically hurt in order to go away

112 became larger
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[00:20:49] Some day they’ll go down together;

[00:20:51] And they’ll bury them side by side,

[00:20:55] To a few it’ll be grief —116

[00:20:57] To the law a relief —117

[00:20:59] But it’s death for Bonnie and Clyde.

[00:21:05] OK then, that is it for today's episode on Bonnie and Clyde.

[00:21:11] I hope it's been an interesting one, that you've learnt something new, and

that if you had a slightly romanticised version of the story in mind, then at least this118

has put the record straight .119

[00:21:23] As always, I would love to know what you thought of this episode.

[00:21:27] Is the true story different from what you had thought?

[00:21:31] And as for Bonnie and Clyde, why do you think they did it?

119 given the true version of the events

118 better or more ideal than what it was

117 a feeling of happiness that something bad has ended

116 great sadness
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[00:21:35] Did they just start and couldn’t stop? Were they victims of their situation?

Hamer Or were they bloodthirsty murderers?120

[00:21:44] How should we really remember Bonnie and Clyde?

[00:21:48] I would love to know, so let’s get this discussion started.

[00:21:52] You can head right into our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious minds.

[00:22:02] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:22:07] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]

120 having the desire to be violent and kill people
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Infamous famous for something bad

Robberies crimes of stealing

Immortalised made famous forever

Privileged having certain advantages

By all accounts according to what people say

Behind bars in prison

Promising showing signs that she would become successful

Wagon vehicle for transporting goods

Signs of promise sings that she would be successful

Waywardness difficulty to control herself and following no law

Keen interested in or wanting to

Obeying behaving according to
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Full-on complete, to the greatest degree or level

Victimless without someone suffering from them

On the run running away from

Thrown in put into

Duo two people

Fallen for each other fallen in love with each other

Professing stating, declaring

Smuggle in secretly bring in

Break out escape from prison

Longing wanting very much

Infamously in a way that it was well known for being bad

Inmates people who were kept in prison

Beatings hitting, physical punishment

In cold blood without pity or mercy

Claim say that it was true
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Break free free himself, escape from his hold

Serving being in prison for

Back-breaking physically demanding, very tiring

Hard-labour hard work

Avoid stop himself from

Inmate a person who was kept in prison

Chopping off cutting off

On parole before the official end of his sentence

Limp difficulty with walking due to his injury

On the straight and

narrow

in an honest way

Ex-con convicted criminal

Screw it a phrase used to show great annoyance and not caring about the

consequences any more

Bitter angry and unhappy because of what had happened

Vowed promised
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Get revenge to hurt them in return for being hurt

Get equal treat them the same way they had treated him

Rattlesnake a poisonous dangerous snake

Spree a period of doing a particular activity in a continuous way

Teamed up made a group

Robbed stole, took illegally from

Motives reasons for doing it

Launch start

End up eventually come to the situation of

Unnoticed without being noticed or drawing attention

Far from not at all

Bank robber people who stole money from banks

In full swing at the height of his activity

Hardened very experienced and used to dangerous situations

Robbing stealing, taking illegally
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All manner of all kinds of

Under the radar without getting attention

Hiding out keeping out of sight or notice

Stay up go to bed late

Alerted notified, warned

Got wind of began to understand or suspect what was happening, realised

Outright immediately

Fatally with death as a result

Undeveloped not treated or processed in order to make visible images

Developed treated or processed them in order to make visible images

Lovingly showing a lot of love

Pounced on noticed and took quick advantage of them

Sensational exciting and unusual

Madly in love very much in love

Murderous dangerously violent, likely to commit murder
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Shotgun a long gun that fires shots at short distances

Overnight very quickly

Catapulted sent suddenly and very fast

Nationwide fame being well known by or throughout the whole country

Fame the state of being well known or recognised

Albeit although

Plastered shown or displayed widely and in a way that attracts attention

Portrayed presented, described

Far from it not at all like that, nowhere near it

Unromantic not ideal and not characterised by feelings of love

Lookout the act of observing or keeping watch

Running out of not having enough

Robbery the crime of stealing

Rob steal

Failed gone bankrupt
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Close shaves close escapes from danger

Near encounters close experiences or meetings

Shootout a fight in which people shot each other with guns

Shifted changed

Promptly immediately

Broke out escaped

Damage was done their reputation or fame was hurt

Cold-blooded without pity or mercy

Cop-killers people who were killing policemen

Chased followed in order to be caught

Notorious famous for something bad

Come out of return to action or reappear after

Firmly in a fixed or determined way, steadily

Tended they did it regularly or frequently

Downfall cause of their failure or undoing
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Spare not harm

Collaborate work with them, help them

Trap a situation in which they waited to make a surprise arrest

Screaming making loud noises

Sure enough as expected

Jumped out suddenly made their presence known

Opened fire started shooting

Word got out it became known

Flocked came together or gathered in great numbers

Get a glimpse give them an incomplete ot brief look

Swelled became larger

Beaten away physically hurt in order to go away

Romanticise make it look better, more ideal than it was

Outsmarting beating or getting the better of them by being more clever

Grief great sadness
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Relief a feeling of happiness that something bad has ended

Romanticised better or more ideal than what it was

Put the record

straight

given the true version of the events

Bloodthirsty having the desire to be violent and kill people

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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